Features of MIC-2010

01 Compatibility: Compatible with Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista and XP, and Mac OS X.
02 Omni-directional for 360° coverage.
03 Voice pickup range is 6’ to 9’.
04 6’ USB cable, USB 2.0.
05 Echo and noise cancellation.
06 Aluminum Alloy with metal mesh cover.
07 Microphone only, no speaker.

AURA USB Mic™ Digital USB Microphone

Perfect Huddle room microphone! Set the mic on the table, plug into the USB port of your PC / Mac and your microphone is ready for Skype, Zoom, GoToMeeting, WebEx, other VoIP calls. Record audio for YouTube videos, or Podcasts too.

Why use an external microphone instead of your computer’s? Well, everyone will be heard better, since the microphone can be ideally located between all the people in the room. Also, because USB mics process sound internally, they act as their own sound card when attached to a computer. So a USB mic will produce the same quality output regardless of the computer’s hardware specs; they’ll work better than analog mics on computers with a cheap sound card or none at all.

Part# MIC-2010
UPC 800807300644
MSRP: $39.99
Aura USB Mic™ Digital USB Microphone

Specifications

OPERATIONAL
 Compatibility: USB plug-and-play for Windows and Mac OS
 USB cable: 6’ (1.8m), USB 2.0

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
 Microphone Directivity: Omni-directional Microphone for 360° of coverage
 Microphone Sensitivity: -47±3dB
 Microphone Signal to Noise Ratio: >60dB
 Microphone Sample rate: 48KB 16 bit
 Microphone Frequency Response: 100Hz~16,000KHz
 Microphone Max Sound Level: 110 dB
 Echo and Noise Cancelation
 No speaker

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
 Height from Base with Headset: 10.5” (266.7)mm
 Base: 3.5”L x 4.75”H x 2.75”W (89L x 121H x 70W)mm
 Weight: .35lbs (159g)
 Packaging: 7.75”L x 6.5”W x 3”H (197L x 165W x 76H)mm
 Weight: .95lbs. (431g)

COMPATIBILITY

Retail Packaging Includes:
 Aura USB Mic™
 Users Guide

Mac and Windows